Say hello to indi™
indi™ is the most approachable programmable robot for young learners.

indi™ is programmed with color and provides an intuitive screen-free experience.

As you grow with indi, indi™ will grow with you. The Sphero® Edu Jr app allows you to create new color configurations and explore coding in a whole new way.
The white sticky tabs can be used to help hold color tiles down.

Make sure indi™ is pointed in the direction it needs to go.
Green
Start, Increase Speed

Pink
90° Left Turn

Yellow ★
Decrease Speed

Blue
90° Right Turn

Red
Stop

Orange
45° Left Turn

Purple
Celebrate

Teal
45° Right Turn
Make sure color tiles are first placed close together to get the hang of it.
indi™ will stop rolling after 3 seconds if it doesn’t detect another color.
A slower indi™ makes better turns.
indi™ will power off if it sits for over 5 minutes.